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Abstract

This paper outlines a computational method for modelling 3D
divided structures by means of interface models, characterized
by unilateral properties. The theoretical framework belongs
to the field of non-smooth mechanics which aims at solving
problems where severe time and space discontinuities are en-
countered. Multi-valued and stiff interfaces laws, e.g., Sig-
norini’s condition and Coulomb’s friction, are solved using
tools and formalisms provided by convex analysis. This gen-
eral framework is adapted to micro-modelling approach of ma-
sonry structures, specifying interfaces models to mortar joints
behaviour. The various stages in the development and imple-
mentation of an algorithm are delineated. Reaching a quasi-
static equilibrium of floating structure is discussed and some
numerical applications are presented on didactic tests.

1 Introduction

1.1 Mechanics of masonry

Masonry structures play an important part in ancient and con-
temporary civil engineering buildings. Regardless of the na-
ture of masonry, brick, stone or concrete masonry, bonded with
mortar joints or not, masonry appears as a divided medium
made of different components with quite different mechanical
behaviors. This kind of mechanical system may be seen at two
different scales: at the macro-mechanics scale, it may be as-
sumed as some homogenized material; at the micro-mechanics
scale, every component is explicitly described. Strong material
heterogeneity involves localized stress-strain responseto load-
ing. Cracks, localization of deformation, are the major fea-
tures of this response. The mechanical behavior of the whole
structure, resulting from non-linear effects of each component,
appears itself to be strongly non-linear and cannot easily be
described by analytical ways. Traditional limit analysis theory
[11, 21] is still the most accurate analytical method to get limit
loads, but generally, post-fracture behaviors, structural effects
may hardly be taken into account without strong assumptions
like, in-plane behavior or simplified failure surface assump-
tions [4]. Thus, numerical methods are commonly admitted as
a tool to explore structural and local behavior.

It still remains the more controversial question of adopt-
ing divided or continuum mechanics models. Traditional me-
chanics of continuum media come up against difficulties when

failure and large deformations have to be taken into account.
For instance, homogenization techniques provide reliableand
mathematically proved [24] equivalent laws only in the case
of elasto-plasticity with hardening. Under the assumptions
of plasticity with softening or damage behavior, or in gen-
eral when non convex energy functional behaviors are encoun-
tered, numerical modelling suffers from a lack of convergence
of the weak problem, exhibited, for instance, by mesh sensitiv-
ity [19]. Higher orders gradients theory permit localization of
deformation without losing ellipticity for quasi-static problems
and hyperbolicity for dynamics problems [9, 10] but introduce
some lack of definition in boundary conditions.

1.2 The proposed approach

The Non Smooth Contact Dynamic Method (shortly NSCD)
initiated by J.J. Moreau [16] and M. Jean [13] during the last
decade is presented in this paper. This method is applied to ma-
sonry as a collection of deformable bodies bonded with unilat-
eral constraints up to modelize the failure of joints. Modeling
take advantages of specificities of failure mechanism of ma-
sonry, generally located in joints, introducing damage behavior
through interfaces laws. Even if this approach is more debat-
able for diffuse damage, this approach seems to be relevant for
crack propagation [18, 12] and therefore natural for masonry
structures. Behavior of deformable bodies inherit from con-
tinuum elastic behavior laws. The medium is then considered
as a discrete medium by the use of more or less complicated
constraints between blocks, here after discussed.

Numerical way to deal with such discrete medium are nu-
merous. Algorithms dedicated to multi-body systems [22], dis-
tinct element method (DEM) [8], discontinuous deformation
analysis (DDA) [23] are examples of such methods with vari-
ous ways to catch the discrete character of the media. The orig-
inal aspect of the NSCD method with respect to [8], is given
by the following major features :� finite element method is used to represent continuum

elastic law for each body,� an implicit scheme is used for the dynamical equations
which may be degenerate into quasi-static incremental
evolution,� a non-smooth treatment is applied to stiff frictional con-
tact laws ( non regularized ),



� at each step, constraints are solved using a non-linear
block Gauss-Seidel algorithm.

Different contact laws may be chosen according to experimen-
tal data [5]. For instance, in the case of bonding of dry stones,
an appropriate model is the unilateral Signorini conditionand
the Coulomb dry friction law. When ancient mortar, composed
of sand and quick-lime, is considered, an interface debonding
model is used together with a more or less complicated damage
law chosen with respect to some characteristic scale of loading.
In quasi-static evolution, the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion
is usually assumed for mortar. A more sophisticated kind of
model involves a progressive surface damage evolution driven
by energetic criteria and allows a reliable and accurate descrip-
tion of the local evolution of mechanical fields: traction and
shear stresses, displacement jump across the lips of the cracks
[15, 6, 20]. In dynamic evolution, for instance seismic exci-
tation, micro-mechanically consistent binary representation of
cohesive law [12] may be proposed. This law may be seen
as the limit case of the damageable cohesive zone model, pro-
viding brittle fracture evolutions. The average behavior of the
structure together with structural effects is a classical failure
behavior. Introducing these different cohesive frictional laws
results in minor changes in the NSCD algorithms.

In this paper, the Non Smooth Contact Dynamics method
and theoretical frame of interfaces laws is briefly presented.
One discusses how a quasi-static equilibrium is obtained for
a constrained multi-body systems. For a complete compre-
hensive treatment of such methods, we refer the reader to
[13, 16, 2]. Choice of interfaces laws according to exper-
imental studies is enlightened and particularly the choiceof
materials parameters. Some results will be given on masonry
buildings submitted to various loads: for instance, 3D walls
and vaults undergoing settlements of grounds and 3D dome.
Results will be discussed according to the choice of interface
laws, the choice of parameters driving the numerical algorithm
( time or load increments, accuracy)

2 Dynamics with unilateral constraints

2.1 Motion equation

A standard space discretization, provided for instance, bya
variational approximation, is made and yields to a well-known
equation which sums up the dynamical behavior of a mechan-
ical system:M(�q; q; t) +Q( _q; q; t) = P ( _q; q; t) (1)q is then a discrete representative of the space continuous
position function. If rigid bodies are considered,q may be
the standard configuration variable like displacements andro-
tations. The inertial operator,M , is assumed to be linear with
respect to�q, i.e.,M (�q; q; t) =M(q; t)�q. Q is the non-linear
operator which represents the discrete internal forces andP
the discrete external applied loads.

When unilateral constraints are considered, Equation (1)
must be understood in a distributional sense. Indeed, velocity’s
discontinuities do not allow to define correctly acceleration as
a standard derivative of a smooth function. An other equiva-
lent way to deal with such differential equations is to introduce

differential measures. In the NSCD method, the primary un-
known is the velocity and more exactly, the right continuous
local bounded variation function of timeu(t) such that:q(t) = q(t0) + Z tt0 u(�) d�

A Stieltjes measuredu may be associated withu(t) such
that

R t2t1 du = u(t+2 ) � u(t�1 ). Equation (1) may be rewritten
under measure differential equation:M(q; t)du+Q(u; q; t)dt = P (u; q; t)dt

wheredt is a traditional Lebesgue measure.
Furthermore, the impulsive force ondt , P dt may be split

into two parts such that:P (u; q; t)dt = F (u; q; t)dt+ dR
whereF is the bounded and continuous force, anddR

is the contact impulsion due to the respect of unilateral con-
straints which can be formulated asdR = R�d� with d� is a
non negative real measure. One can sum up dynamical evolu-
tion of a mechanical system by the following equation:M(q; t)du+Q(u; q; t)dt� F (u; q; t)dt = R�d� (2)

2.2 Unilateral constraints and interface laws

2.2.1 Local frame and gap function

Two important notions are introduced in this section in order
to formulate basic contact-friction constraints and to specify

conventions of notations. Let’s consider two bodies
1;
2
,

for each candidate particle to contact,q1 2 �
1, a proximal
particle of �
2, q2, is defined by performing the following
minimum: minq2�
2 fd(q1; q)g. q2 is naturally the normal
projection ofq1on �
2. fq1; q2g is called the contact pair
composed respectively by the candidate and the antagonist par-
ticles.

A orthonormal frame(n t s) is introduced at the locus of
contact.q2 is its origin andn is the unit outward normal vector

to
2
atq2, andt; s complete the orthonormal frame, so-called

local frame (see Figure ).
The gap functiong is given byg(q1) = q2q1. This signed

real function is defined by the orientation induced byn along
the straight line(q1; q2). Moreover, relative velocityv can be
decomposed in normal and tangential components in the local
frame : v = vNn + vT . It’s noteworthy thatvN is the time
derivative of the gap function.

2.2.2 Signorini’s Condition

A basic unilateral constraint is the so-called Signorini’scon-
dition, which ensures the impenetrability between two bodies.
Following the definition of the gap and the chosen convention
on signs, constraint of impenetrability can be formulate as:g(q1) � 0. Reactionr which acts from the antagonist to the
candidate particle, can be submitted to the same decomposition
as velocity:r = rNn+ rT . The dual constraint of impenetra-
bility on rN impliesrN � 0.



A last equation governing unilateral contact between two
bodies is added and complete the complementarity problem of
Signorini: g � 0 rN � 0 grN = 0
This set of equation can be summarized under sub-differential
inclusions:�rN 2 �	IR+(g) g 2 �	�IR+(�rN ) = �	IR�(�rN ) (3)

where	�is dual function of	, result of the Legendre-Fenchel
transformation.

This set of relation between the gap and normal reaction
will be shortly denoted as(g; rN ) 2 GR � Signorini
This notation outlines the fact that the couple(g; rN ) holds in
the graph of the multi-application which represents the Sig-
norini Condition (see Figure ). Moreover, inclusions (3) en-
sure that(g; rN ) follows the assumption of normal dissipation
(normality condition). This property allows the use of upper
and lower bounds of limit analysis theorem useful to carry out
collapse mechanisms. Indeed, complementary equations gov-
erning unilateral constraints are similar to those which govern
no-tension material. Major discrepancy is just found in the
locus of failure which is a priori given by the geometry of in-
terfaces corresponding to joints.

In previous section, velocity is presented as a primary vari-
able and this fact is at the heart of our approach of dynamical
submitted to unilateral constraints. As Moreau has established
in [17], a equivalent form of Signorini’s condition may be for-
mulated in terms of relative velocity with some mathematical
cares. Indeed, if inequality ong is verified att = 0, and fol-
lowing inclusion�vN 2 �	IR�(�rN ) is holds8t 2 [0; T ℄,
equality ong is verified8t 2 [0; T ℄. This non-trivial result
allows to compute Signorini condition directly in terms of ve-
locity:�rN 2 �	IR+(vN ) vN 2 �	�IR+(�rN ) = �	IR�(�rN )
2.2.3 Coulomb’s friction

Coulomb’s friction is introduced to modelize shear strength
proportional to normal load. The use of tangent relative ve-
locity is the natural way to formalize dry friction of Coulomb
such that :� stick phase kvT k = 0 krT k � k� slip phase kvT k > 0 krT k = k

and f rTkrT k = vTkvT kg
The thresholdk is defined for Coulomb’s friction propor-

tional torN by a coefficient of friction�: i.e. k = �rN . This
set of relation may be summarized in the following generic
term: (vT ; rT ) 2 GR� Coulomb(rN )

As soon as the normal component is assumed an known
value, these pair of statements lets itself be expressed as a
law of resistance deriving from a pseudo-potential	C(�rN ).
Therefore, equivalent inclusion forms of Coulomb’s friction is
given by these formulas :vT 2 �	C(�rN )(rT ) rT 2 �	�C(�rN)(vT )
whereC is the disk of radiusk = �RN i.e. C(�rN ) =frT ; krT k � �rNg .

A maximum dissipation principle may be also expressed to
carry on an analogy with plasticity:rT 2 C(�rN ) 8sT 2 C(�rN ) (st � rT )vT

As we have remarked in the previous section, in the case
of frictionless constraint, equations are equivalent to those for-
mulated in no-tension material. Some analogies may be also
made with plasticity theory but some special cares must be
taken. With dry friction, extremely important difference be-
tween Coulomb friction and the apparently corresponding re-
sistance to plasticity have to be outlined. Indeed, Coulomb
friction do not follow the assumption of normality and this fact
is partially the result of the dependence of	C(�rN) with the
respect torN . Likewise, the absence of a genuine potential
for this frictional contact problem reflects the non-associated
character of the slip rule. Therefore no dilatancy of interfaces
is induced by sliding rates. Limit analysis theorem have to
be replaced by Radenkovic theorem for non-associated plastic-
ity. Considering associated problems with constitutive models
following normality assumption, such theorems provide only
bounds which contains limit states. For instance, these bound-
ing problems for dry friction are the zero friction problem and
the totally glued problem.

2.2.4 More sophisticated interfaces laws

Signorini’s condition and Coulomb’s friction law are the basic
constitutive equations for modelling the unilateral behaviour
in direct tension and the strength threshold in shear loading for
joints in masonry structure. If dry stone structures are con-
sidered, these laws seem well-suited to fit mechanical behav-
ior of joints [5]. For joints which have decayed in time, any
load leads to an irreversible damage which transforms mortar
in a pulverulent state. In this case, cohesion of joints may be
neglected and tensile strength is due to friction, generated by
this third body between the bodies. In this case, dry friction
Coulomb’s law still remains a good issue to modelize shear
strength with threshold.

On the other hand, in many masonry structure, cohesion,
i.e., tensile strength plays an important part in the mechanical
response of the structure. Likewise, standard sliding thresh-
old of coulomb, which is a reliable parameter in large sliding
when mortar are completely damaged by shear, can underesti-
mate the shear strength when joints is still sound. Moreover,
assumption of perfectly rigid interfaces in compression may be
inappropriate for some structural analysis. Indeed, mortar can
follow elastic behaviour in small perturbations. This elastic
behaviour, coupled to cohesion may a important factor of ac-
commodation to external loads and redistribution of stresses.
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Figure 1: Basic interface laws

These various physical evidences are introduced through
mere modification of Signorini’s condition and Coulomb’s
friction. Our choice is to keep Signorini’s condition and
Coulomb’s friction as fundamental constitutive models in or-
der to build enhanced interface model. It is motivated by the
fact that impenetrability and dry friction remain the most im-
portant characteristics of the mechanical response when joints
are completely damaged. Therefore, more elaborated interface
laws are written with the idea that these modifications must
vanish after large perturbations and/or cycles of loading.

Formally, enrichment of method are introduced through
auxiliary variables as follows:~g = g � f(rN )~rN = rN � �N ([uN ℄; vN ; �i)~rT = rT � �T ([uT ℄;vT ; �i)[uN ℄; [uT ℄ are respectively the normal and tangent displace-
ment across the interface. Its definitions are obvious when the
problem is to deal with small displacements and then, small
sliding. It is a more debated issue when the problem involves
finite sliding.(�i)i2[1:::m℄ are internal variables of an assumed
material surface like cohesion, damage, etc: : :

Let’s consider	N (g; rN ) 2 IR2 �! (~g; ~rN ) 2 IR2 and	T (rT ) 2 IR2 �! (~rT ) 2 IR2 which perform the substitu-
tion of variables .	N ;	T are chosen as bijection for a set of
internal variables,(�i)i2[1:::m℄, a priori known. This property
allows the use of a single numerical solver for various inter-
faces laws. These auxiliary variables are assigned to follow
respectively graph of the multiapplication such that:(~g; ~rN ) 2 GR � Signorini(vT ; ~rT ) 2 GR � Coulomb(~rN )

Functions�N ;�T are defined in various ways following
the described behaviour :� Compliance behaviour in tension and shear:�N ([uN ℄) = kN ([uN ℄� [uN ℄0)�T ([uT ℄) = kT [uT ℄

Coefficients,kN and kT , are the normal and the tan-
gent stiffness of the interfaces. In small perturbations,

[uN ℄ and[uT ℄ are defined with respect to the initial local
frame.[uN ℄ must be slightly different from the gap func-
tion which is continuously updated with the local frame.
The same method is applied to[uT ℄. In large sliding,
some cares must be taken in the use of this stiffness. In
the latter, this stiffness will be associate with damage in
order to reduce the effect of such behavior to small slid-
ing. [uN ℄0 is set to the initial gap, usually considered
as the equilibrium position if this gap measure a initial
thickness of joint. A set of equivalent complementary
equations may be written for Signorini-like constraints.:g � 0rN + kN ([uN ℄� [uN ℄0) � 0g (rN + kN ([uN ℄� [uN ℄0)) = 0
and for the Coulomb-like law:

stick phase: ifkvT k = 0 thenkrT + kT [uT ℄k � � (rN + kN ([uN ℄� [uN ℄0))
slip phase: ifkvT k > 0 thenkrT + kT [uT ℄k = � (rN + kN ([uN ℄� [uN ℄0))� Compliance behaviour in compression:

As in tension, a flexibility behaviour may be defined
in compression to represent stiffness of bodies or inter-
faces. This kind of flexibility is usually introduced in
contact of rigid bodies. Auxiliary variables may be writ-
ten as follows : ~g = g + rNkN
which leads to a set of complementary equations :g + rNkN � 0 rN � 0 (g + rNkN )rN = 0
This formulation is just considered in a formal way. In-
deed, as we see in a further section, this flexibility is
implemented in adding compliance term to reduced lo-
cal stiffness matrix. Behaviour may be easily understood
under the following form (see Figure ):
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Figure 2: Compliance models

contact g � 0 rN = �kNg
no contact g > 0 rN = 0� Brittle cohesion laws:

In order to handle tensile strength in joints, a shifting
may be introduced in the graph of Signorini:�N ([uN ℄) = �
The parameter� is a tensile strength in tension. Its
evolution may be driven by various laws. For masonry
joints, a first binary representation has been carried out.
a constant value is chosen for�. If a limit load was
reached, tensile strength is set to zero and standard Sig-
norini’s condition is retrieved as interface laws. Cou-
pling with compliance, presented above may be also
considered. One obtain then a model of flexible inter-
face with tension cutoff.� Cohesive zone model with progressive interface damage
model:
Model of cohesive zone interface has been implemented
in order to modelize progressive softening in joints. This
model are inspired from cohesive laws with damage pre-
sented in[20][15]. Auxiliary variable may be written

down as: �N ([uN ℄) = kN�[uN ℄�T ([uT ℄) = kT�[uT ℄_� = f(�; [uN ℄; [uT ℄)
Damage is taken into account by a scalar ratio� which
holds in[0; 1℄. This internal variable is driven by a com-
plementary differential equation. For mortar joints, frac-
tional function has been chosen as follows:b _� = �(w � (kN [uN ℄2 + kT [uT ℄2)�)�
The stored energyw is the stored energy in the interface
which represents a threshold for the damage evolution.b is a viscosity of a damage evolution andkN andkT
are the stiffness of the interfaces.

The choice are this various kind of interface model is driven
by mechanical frame of the experiments. For instance, bi-
nary representation of a cohesion of an interface is often suf-
ficient when we deal with large structure subjected to large
dynamic loading such seismic excitations. In accurate quasi-
static of more modest structure, enhanced law such cohesive
zone model may be useful.

2.3 Time integration

The purpose of this part is to illuminate some of issues in-
volved in time discretization and choices which have been
made to deal with discontinuities. Equivalent forms of Equa-
tion (2) may be written under integral forms on a interval

[ti; ti+1℄ of lengthh :Z ti+1ti M(q; t)du+ Z ti+1ti Q(u; q; t)�F (u; q; t) dt = Z℄ti;ti+1℄R� d�q(ti+1) = q(ti) + Z ti+1ti u(�) d�
Various computational strategies and time-stepping

scheme are described in literature to integrate such system.
A widespread technique introduce a time subdivision(tk) over
which the status of contact remains unchanged on any subinter-
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Figure 3: Cohesive zone model

val [ti; ti+1℄. For instance, in the case of Signorini’s condition,
no contact gets loose or occurs on a subinterval of integra-
tion. Since this assumption is made, unilateral constraints may
be explicitly expressed in term of bilateral constraints, that
implies that inequalities inherent in unilateral constraints are
replaced by some equalities. The kind of methods is quali-
fied by Moreau as “Event-driven method” since time stepping
is imposed by contact status. The major drawback of such
method is that instant of changes in status of contact must be
forecasted and computed. If the considered mechanical sys-
tem contains a large number of contact pair, this forecasting
becomes quite unfeasible. The approximation of the instantof
contact are a expensive computational process. This calcula-
tion becomes quite inconceivable when we deal with a large
number of contact which can occur simultaneously.

A major assumption of the NSCD method is to put the

mean value impulseR(ti+1) = Ri+1 = 1h Z℄ti;ti+1℄R�d�
as a primary unknown variable. The time subdivision is given
a priori and no special contact time needs to be computed. The
key-idea, hidden beyond this assumption is that only an aver-
age valueRi+1 at the end of time step is considered to be rele-
vant. Likewise, from a mathematical point of view, a measure
description of the dynamic of a mechanical system subjected
to impact may be contrasted with a distributional description.
These two description are theoretically similar but the repre-
sentation of contact by distributions, for instance Dirac distri-
butions, implies the knowledge of contact time. Furthermore,
this feature of the NSCD method allows to handle quasi-static
evolution where many changes in contact status may occur in
a subinterval.

A first linearization is made considering that the inertial
operator have slow variations with respect of time. Then, it
is assumed to be constant over the time interval and evaluated
at t� = (1 � �)ti + �ti+1; q� = (1 � �)q(ti) + �q(ti+1),� 2 [0; 1℄. Using the definition ofu, a differential system is
obtained:

Z ti+1ti M(q; t)du = M (q�; t�) Z ti+1ti du= M (q�; t�)(u(ti+1)� u(ti))q(ti+1)� q(ti) = Z ti+1ti u(t) dt
The proposed time-integration algorithm is a�-method,

mainly used in implicit form with� � 12 . Choice of a first

order integration scheme instead of traditional integration al-
gorithm like Newmark’s method or HHT method is justified
by the presence of strong non-linearities and discontinuities
involved by unilateral contact. Indeed, higher order algorithm
requires some conditions of regularity and continuity on the
discretized variables like velocity, which can not be fulfilled
in this kind of application. Contact analysis with higher order
algorithm leads to severe instabilities [25]. Energy conserving
algorithms, initiated by Simo and Laursen [14, 7] in contact
friction problems, are builded on the same remarks on stability
which produce similar algorithm.

Using usual notation (x(tn) = xn), a standard residual
term is then obtain when�-method may be applied:R(ui+1)=�M(q�; t�)(u(ti+1)� u(ti))+Z ti+1ti �Q(u; q; t) + F (u; q; t) dt+Z℄ti;ti+1℄R� d�=�M(q�; t�)(u(ti+1)� u(ti))�h�(1� �)Qi + �Qi+1	+h f(1� �)F i + �F i+1g+ hRi+1

with t�=(1� �)ti + �ti+1q�=(1� �)q(ti) + �q(ti+1)



q(ti+1)� q(ti)=Z ti+1ti u(t) dt=h f(1� �)u(ti) + �u(ti+1)g
Velocity is chosen as primary variable as conjugate vari-

able of impulse of reactions forces,Ri+1.
This non-linear equation is solved with a Newton method

on R(ui+1): ui+1 is obtained as the limit of the sequence,�uki+1�k2INgiven by the following linearization:RL(uk+1i+1 ) = R(uki+1) + �R(u)�u ����uki+1 (uk+1i+1 � uki+1)
For simplicity’s sake, slow variations with respect tou are

assumed for the given applied loadF . Likewise, inertial oper-
atorM , which has been assumed to be constant over the time
interval is evaluated for� = 1 . This approximation is widely
sufficient for our applications which are classified as “slowdy-
namics”. This two assumption yields to:�F (u; q; t)�u ����uki+1 � 0�(M(q�; t�)(ui+1 � ui))�u ����uki+1 � M (qki+1; ti+1)

Furthermore, one assumes thatRi+1 is known and its value
at iterationk ,Rki+1, is given by a external algorithm described
in the section below. The Jacobian operator can be written
down as:�RL(u)�u ����uki+1=M (qki+1; ti+1)+h� �Ct(uki+1; qki+1; ti+1)	+h� �h�Kt(uki+1; qki+1; ti+1)	Kkt (uki+1; qki+1; ti+1) = �Q(u; q; t)�q ����uki+1 andCkt (uki+1; qki+1; ti+1) = �Q(u; q; t)�u ����uki+1 are respectively

the tangent stiffness and damping operator.
Linearized equations lead to following algorithm :(Mk + h�Ckt + h2�2Kkt )(uk+1i+1 � uki+1) = R(uki+1)R(uki+1)=�Mk(uki+1 � ui)� hn(1� �)Qi + �Qki+1o+hn(1� �)F i + �F ki+1o+ hRki+1qk+1i+1=qi + h(1� �)ui + h�uk+1i+1
Let us introduce a particular velocity to simplify the form

of the above algorithm. The so-called free velocity is the solu-
tion at the stepk + 1 of the algorithm when no reaction force
is taken into account. This velocity is denoted byuk+1free and is
given byuk+1free=uki+1 + (W k)Rfree(uki+1)Rfree(uki+1)=�Mk(uki+1 � ui)� hn(1� �)Qi + �Qki+1o+hn(1� �)F i + �F ki+1o+ hRki+1

with the following notation for inverse of the iteration ma-
trix: W k = (Mk + h�Ckt + h2�2Kkt )�1

Basic integration algorithm of the dynamical equation may
be summarized asuk+1i+1=uk+1free +W k nhRki+1oqk+1i+1=qi + h(1� �)ui + h�uk+1i+1
3 Solving unilateral constraints

In the previous section, numerical algorithms are derived from
dynamical equations with no detail on the computation of re-
action forces. In this part, numerical ways to solve unilateral
constraints in a consistent way with the time-stepping are pre-
sented. Following items are key-point in the derivation of an
algorithm:� Solving in local frame that requires a condensation to

local variable of system.� Time discretization of graph� Solving trough Gauss-Seidel like algorithm that iterates
on each contact pair.

3.1 Reduction and condensation to local vari-
ables

In order to solve the unilateral constraints in local frame,lin-
ear mappingsH� ; tH� are introduced for each contact pair�
which associate local variablev�; r� defined at locus of con-
tact to generalized variablesu�;R� such that:v� = tH�(q)u� R� =H�(q)r�

Two types of transformations are taken into account
throughH� tH�:� Orthogonal transformation which corresponds to stan-

dard basis changes and kinematic relations between lo-
cal and global frames.� Transformations between the actual locus of contact and
the generalized variables such as, kinematic constraints
for rigid bodies, due to transport of torques and the trans-
posed transport of velocity. For discretized deformable
bodies, spatial interpolation is generally given by the in-
terpolation of finite element between values of forces
and velocities at nodes and values at locus of contact. In-
terpolation on surfaces where contact may occur is given
by reduction of finite element interpolation on the sur-
faces.H� may be seen on one hand as a condensation to vari-

ables concerned by the contact interaction and the other hand
as kinematic constraints which are introduced through ba-
sis changes. Further to the assembling contribution of each
contact interaction formally denoted as a sum operation, dis-
cretized dynamical equation may be rewritten as follows in



terms of local variables (subscripti+1 in the sequel is omitted
for simplicity’s sake):v�k+1 = v�k+1free +X� hw��r�k+1

with the reduced inverse of the iteration matrixw�� =tH�(q)W kH� . w�� is called the influence matrix and rep-
resents the global response of the structurefor a given reaction
force.

This kind of reduction is usually made when solving of
unilateral constraints is made in local frame and it’s usually a
expensive operation in which a cumbersome inverse must be
explicitly computed. In our application, we take advantageof
the block structure of iteration matrix. Indeed, the assumed
discrete nature of the structure involves a mere splitting of the
matrix into blocks corresponding to each floating body. Inver-
sion of each block iteration matrix is cheap. Therefore, imple-
mentation of various algorithm have been made in taking into
account the discrete nature of the structure.

3.2 Time discretization of graphs

In spite of many efforts made in the time discretization of ve-
locity in order to integrate the dynamical equation, approxima-
tion of unilateral constraints still remains a tenuous problem.
If Signorini’s condition is first considered, a ingenuous way to
discretize is to ensure that condition must fulfilled forgk+1, so
that : gk+1 � 0 rk+1N � 0 gk+1rk+1N = 0

We have seen that relative velocity may be viewed as the
time derivative of the gap function:_g = vN . Time approxima-
tion of this equation leads to:gk+1 = gi + h(1� �)(vN )i + h�vk+1N
which can be written in a equivalent form in order to express
Signorini’s condition in terms of relative velocity which is our
primary unknown:1h�gk+1 = vk+1N � ~gi

with ~gi = � 1h�gi + (1� 1� )(vN )i
The above discretization yields to a velocity formulation of

a discretized condition as follows:vk+1N � ~gi � 0 Rk+1N � 0 Rk+1N (vk+1N � ~gi) = 0
Some remarks can be made on this formulation of the time

discretized Signorini’s condition. Indeed, relative velocity and
gap are linked through this equation which involves some trou-
bles when contact have to be conserved during time. A consis-
tent discretization should provide some properties particularly
when contact has to be persistent within the time interval. For
instance, consistency involves that following constraints must
be fulfilled:�gi = 0 and gk+1 = 0� =) vk+1N = 0

This property may be easily ensured if discontinuous and inde-
pendent fields are used. But in our case, ifgi = 0 andgk+1 =0, vk+1N have to be equal at the same time at(1 � 1� )(vN )i.
Major drawbacks, generated by such approximations, are os-
cillatory artifacts of contact velocity.

In order to reach compatibility between gap and velocity
approximation, other approximations are chosen for the gap
value. First of these methods is an Euler-backward approx-
imation such thatgk+1 = gi + hvk+1N . With such approxi-
mation,vk+1N can vanish if gap remains equal to zero within
the time interval. A another way to overcome this difficulty is
to choose a shifted time discretization for gap. Proposed time
approximation for gap has been given by Jean [13] :�gi = gi + h(1� �)(vN )i�gk+1 = gk+1 + h(1� �)vk+1N

and an Euler-backward like approximation is inferred for�gk+1: �gk+1 = �gi + hvk+1N
This approximation ensures consistency property for the

couple(�g;vN ) and Signorini’s condition may be rewritten as:�gk+1 � 0 rk+1N � 0 �gk+1rk+1N = 0
Furthermore, if the contact is forecasted within the time

interval, velocity formulation of Signorini’s condition may be
used: vk+1N � 0 rk+1N � 0 vk+1N rk+1N = 0

Time discretization of Coulomb’s law is a less vexed ques-
tion. Indeed, Coulomb’s friction is written in velocity term in
a natural way. Therefore, a proposed discretized form of this
constraints is given by:(vk+1T ; rk+1T ) 2 GR � Coulomb(rk+1N )
3.3 Gauss-Seidel-like algorithm

Solving of unilateral constraints is made by means of iterative
method over the set of contact pair. For each contact pair�,
constraints are solved giving for the other contact pair� 6= �
provisional values. This provisional values are updated within
the loop over contact pair.

For each contact pair�, following system have to be solved
(superscript k+1 is omitted in the sequel):v� = v�free� + hw��r�v�free� = v�free + X� 6=�hw��r�(�g�; r�N ) 2 GR � Signorini(v�T ; r�T ) 2 GR � Coulomb(r�N )

In 2 dimensional case or in particular 3 cases like friction-
less constraints, solution for a pair� is carried out by simple
intersection of graphs. This intersection provides an analyti-
cal solution to the unilateral constraints with friction. From
a computational point of view, this method constitutes a very



efficiency ways to solve the set of constraints. Details on this
solving is presented in detail in [13].

Likewise, the problem of frictionless constraints may be
treat with standard optimization algorithm in general tri-
dimensionnal case. When Coulomb’s Friction law is intro-
duced, many problems raises from the dependence of the slid-
ing threshold to the pressure. In the NSCD method, solution
is performed by means of generalized newton method. In few
words, a quasi-augmented Lagrangian is introduced trough a
mixed penalty-duality method that leads to following formula-
tion of the constraints:v� = v�free� + hw��r�r�N � projIR+(r�N � �N �g�) = 0r�T � projĈ(�(rN���g�))(r�T � �Tv�T ) = 0�N;�T are nonnegative ’penalty’ factor and̂C(�(rN ���g�)) is build prolongating the conêC(�rN ) by the negative
half-line. The latter system of equation may be summarized in
a formal way: �(�g�;vT ; rN ; rT ) = 0� is a continuous operator, raywise linear and using the defini-
tion of generalized Jacobian for Lipschitz continuous function,
roots of this system may be solved by the Newton method [3].

4 Quasi-static equilibrium

Obtaining a quasi-static equilibrium, when floating structure
are encountered, is not a trivial task. Since masonry structure
is considered as a collection of bodies interconnected withuni-
lateral constraints, no explicit boundary condition is applied to
bodies. The existence of equilibrium state is governed by the
computation of a set of reaction forces, which vanishes the to-
tal external forces torque. At initial state when reactionsare
unknown, rigid body motions are not defined. Therefore the
problem of a quasi-static evolution of floating structure isa
ill-posed problem. The fact that reactions forces are computed
quantities that depend implicitly from the generalized variables
through multi-valued operator makes hard the computation of
an a priori equilibrium state.

An usual way to deal with such system is to consider a
equivalent dynamical problem. Despite no boundary condi-
tions are prescribed, a dynamical problem remains a math-
ematically well-posed problem. From a numerical point of
view, dynamical iteration matrix(Mk + h�Ckt + h2�2Kkt )
is still a definite positive matrix and its inversion is always
possible, whatever the time step. On the other hand, internal
forces are by definition equal to zero for any rigid body motion.
Therefore, stiffness tangent matrixKkt have zero eigenvalues
which corresponds to linearized rigid body motion. This sin-
gular value prevents any quasi-static incremental computation
since iteration matrix is not invertible. The mass matrixMk,
as a definite positive matrix, regularizes the incremental algo-
rithm and allow to take into account rigid body motion. As
in buckling modelling or perfect plastic constitutive behavior,
this feature can be qualified of dynamic regularization

The major problem raised by the approach is the sensitiv-
ity of results to inertial effects. If the uniqueness of solution

is not ensured, dynamical evolution represent a way to choose
a particular path to reach an equilibrium, among various ways
to reach an other one. For instance, let us consider the equi-
librium of a dry bond stone wall submitted to gravity load. At
initial time, the considered structure is free stressed andrigid
body motion are undefined for the most of blocks. If dynam-
ical evolution is considered, elastic waves causes oscillations
that vanish under the effect of numerical and/or natural damp-
ing. Cracks in head joints must be appear as the result of this
oscillations owing to the introduction of artificial dynamical
effects introduced.

To overcome this difficulty, a standard method is to use of
damping, that minimize dynamical effects and the elastic wave
propagation. Damping may be introduced by means of mate-
rial or numerical viscosity. These viscosities are often hardly
to size. Moreover, effects of damping on the way to chose a
loading path is not well evaluated. An other method may be
cited consisting of regularizing mutli-valued graph with non-
linear compliances. These compliances are introduced directly
in iteration matrix and define rigid body motion in providing
boundary conditions. Like viscosity introduction, this method
suffers from lack of definition of local compliance of interfaces
and make the problem very ill-conditioned.

Three ways are proposed to tackle this problem :� First, the use of a dynamical approach with an artificial
damping introduce by setting velocity to zero further to
each time iteration. Dynamical algorithm is used in a
standard way with small time step with the respect to
fundamental period of the structure but at each time step,
velocity is put equal to zero to minimize dynamical ef-
fects. Even if this way to reach an equilibrium is debat-
able, it allow to obtain one state of equilibrium where
dynamical effects has been omitted.� A other way is to take advantage to the structure of the
dynamical iteration matrix which is always invertible for
all time step. If the chosen time increment is larger than
a fundamental modal period, numerical damping run as
filter with the respect to these frequencies. The integra-
tion algorithm degenerates in a quasi-static incremental
solver. The decrease of the predominance of the mass
matrix in the iteration matrix when the time step increase
is a numerical justification of this property of the algo-
rithm. The�-method algorithm is unconditionally stable

for 1 � � � 12 in linear cases. In the presence of unilat-

eral constraints, it still remains very stable particularly
with � equal to1, performing the maximum numerical
damping. A drawback of this approach is the loss of con-
ditioning of the iteration matrix that have many effects
on the rate of convergence of the solver of unilateral con-
straints. As the tangent stiffness matrix became prepon-
derant in the iteration matrix, its ill-conditioning is im-
posed to the solver which have many difficulties to find
a increment of rigid displacement to reach a quasi-static
equilibrium. This problem increase with the number of
contact pair and so the number of reactions forces, which
enter in the external forces to each bodies. Indeed, the
lack of information on the rigid body motion and how
the increment of rigid body motion must be made from
the initial state to the equilibrium one, involves severe



perturbations on the algorithm if number of contact pair
is high. The solver is based on an iteration on different
contact pair. When any pair have to be compute, a large
rigid body motion is found as the result of the reaction
given by the algorithm which try to answer to the initial
large free velocity. This rough predictive solution due to
indeterminate rigid body motion involves a slow rate of
convergence of the algorithm� The last which is proposed to reach equilibrium state is
based on a Singular Value Decomposition in order to
extract rigid body motion of the iteration matrix. This
extraction is made by means of a projection of the set
generalized variable on two dual space which one corre-
sponds to the null space of tangent stiffness matrix. Pro-
jection are defined with a scalar product defines upon
mass matrix. This approach improves the rate of conver-
gence of the constraints solver but do not solve the entire
problem of the rigid body motion.

Many question may be asked for the formulation of the prob-
lem of obtaining an equilibrium state with floating structures:
What is the relevance of a model where the structure is con-
sidered as a set of floating structure in a initial state? How to
give more informations to the mechanical system in order to
define the rigid body displacement useful to reach a equilib-
rium state? The masonry structure is built in many stages and
effects of gravity causes stress in the structure appears ateach
stages of its construction. This stages cannot be modelizedin
numerical simulation its whole integrity. Furthermore, major
stages of history of construction is unknown but may be im-
portant in the process which have lead to the actual structure.

5 Numerical applications

In this section, some examples of NSCD method applied to
masonry structure are provided. These applications are cho-
sen for their didactic aspects more than for their realisticone.
A small wall under gravity load is considered as first of these
examples. An experiment of settlement of ground is made to
show the ability of the method to treat as well as small strains in
a accurate way, than large strains and stresses occurring when
large fracture and sliding are considered. In a second exam-
ple, a larger structure is introduced, enabling to handle genuine
tridimensional effects.

5.1 Masonry wall

The specimen consists in a wall with an width/length ratio of12 , made up of 12 running courses of regular blocks (dimen-

sions:250�500�300mm3 ) and25mm thick mortar. Material
properties are chosen for stone blocks as:E = 60 GPa; � =0:27; � = 2700kg=m3. Mortar is just considered as a frictional
interface with� = 0:5. Likewise, Boundary conditions on
ground are given by means of frictional interfaces with� = 1 .
The wall is subjected to a distributed body loadg = 9:81m=s2
from an initial free stressed state. Each block is meshed by 8
H8 ( hexahedral linear finite element with 8 nodes). On each
face, 4 contact pair are considered to integrate interface mod-
els.

The aim of the first test is to obtain a quasi-static equilib-
rium. Several method, described in the section before have
been used to reach this state with floating bodies. As de-
picted in Figure 6, where resultant on ground is plotted ver-
sus time, dynamical effects and elastic waves propagation are
taken into account in quite different ways. Damping, intro-
duced by setting velocity to zero or numerical filtering implies
equilibrium obtained as an approximation of a quasi-staticevo-
lution. For standard dynamic and computation in which ve-
locity vanishes at each iteration, time step is set to a frac-
tion of the fundamental modal periodTmod, which is approx-
imately equal to0:5:10�3s. In this test, time step is set toTmod =20 � 0:25:10�4s. When numerical filtering is consid-
ered, time step is set to2Tmod � 0:1:10�2s.

Figure 6 : Resultant on ground versus time
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On Figure 4(b) and Figure 4(a), two various equilibrium
are illustrated by contour of Mises stresses on deformed shape.
First, dynamical regularization causes artificial cracks in head
joints due to oscillations. In second case, deformed shape is
considered to be more relevant of a reliable quasi-static load-
ing path.

From this latter equilibrium state, a settlement of ground
has been performed. This ground motion consists in50 mm
height of an half of the wall. This loading is carried
out by discarding velocity at each time step to reduce
waves propagation. Deformed shape is given on Figure 7.
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Figure 7 : Settlement of ground
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Figure 4: Wall under gravity load(magnification=2.5E+06)

5.2 Dome

In this test, the considered specimen of dome is composed
of (12 � 24 blocks meshed with 8 H8). Material properties
are set at the same values as in the section before. Inter-
face model is chosen as frictional model with brittle cohesion.
Cohesion threshold is chosen as1000N . Figure 5(a) shows
Mises stresses under gravity load. On Figure 5(b), it’s note-
worthy that stresses distributions in a clip-plane, taken as a
symmetry plane, follows prediction of thrust line described in
Heyman[11]. More complicated loading experiments might be
considered but this kind of simulations would require more re-
alistic conditions.

6 Conclusion

A reliable numerical method has been presented in this pa-
per to deal with divided structures. Taking advantage of lo-
cus of failure in masonry structures, this method is based on
micro-modelling by means of interface model. Non-smooth
treatment is used to solve set of equations with unilateral con-
straints, that model basic response of interfaces. This method
has been applied on masonry structure, e.g., wall and dome. A
line of research, in collaboration with GAMSAU/MAP UMR
CNRS 694 [1] consists in an implementation of a tool, which
should be designed to encompass problem from the stereo-
photogrammetric restitution of geometrical shape to the nu-
merical modelling. This work will enable to consider realistic
geometry and mechanical problems in their contexts.
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Figure 5: Dome under gravity load
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